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Abstract 

Over the past three years, our information design and 
development (IDD) team in IBM Microelectronics, 
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, has created 
a methodology for generating what we call “virtual 
documents.” This paper presents a case study of this 
IDD methodology, focusing on its possibilities for 
producing documents that are correct by design, 
cheaper and faster to build, and more compliant to 
the IDD standards applied. 

Beginnlngs of Virtual Documentation 

We define a virtual document as a structured 
information set organized as multiple conditional 
document images so that we can print each 
conditional image as a separate document. Building 
a document with conditional text, graphics, and 
tables requires the use of an electronic publishing 
tool such as FrameMaker, BookMaster, or an SGML 
toolset with suitable tagging options available. Using 
FrameMaker book-generation features, we have 
organized an IDD workflow in which, for example, 
we design and write extensive document sets for a 
given family of embedded controller chips as 
multiple conditional versions within the same virtual 
document. 

Each image in a virtual document is planned to share 
organization, content, and formats, while providing 
the information specific to each product as added 
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conditional elements. We have developed data sheets 
and other publications for four embedded controller 
chips in the PPC403 family: 403GA, 403GB, 
403GC, and 403GCX. The set of four data sheet 
images (members of the same PPC403 conditional 
document family) is a virtual document, so called 
because it pulls together all PPC403 hardware 
specifications within a single structured information 
superset that exists only in terms of this tool 
environment and IDD workflow. 

Figure 1 contrasts a conditional view of a table with 
the unconditional view showing all the information it 
really contains. 

Single Condition Visible: 

Table 3. PPC403GCX Part Number 

MHZ Part Number 

50 PPC403GCXJA50Cl 

60 PPC403GCXJA60C2 

66 PPC403GCXJA66Cl 

All Conditions Visible: 

Table 3. PPC403GCX Part Number 

MHZ Part Number 

2550 PPC403GCXJCA2550C12 

60 PPC403GCXJA60C2 

3366 PPC403GCXJCA3366C12A 

40 PPC403GAJCA40Cl 

28 PPC403GEKA28C-1 

Figure 1. Conditional vs. Unconditional Views of 

Sample Part Number Table 

The PPC403 virtual data sheet can have no 
publishable image of its own. The superset is not 
usable as a document because there is, in fact, no 
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smgle underlying document which exists 
independently of the controllmg conditions and 
variables for the virtual document. Although e,tch 
document image looks like a standalone docunlent. 
all apparent references to any specific chip are 
actually lust instances of the variable <ChipName>. 
The current settings of conditions and variable5 
determme the apparent chtp name (and therefore the 

document name). the sections that appear in the 
document structure (sections turn on or off. 
depending on the conditional image settmg), and 
even the values m the hardware specificatton tables 
that change conditionally to match the specific chip 
being documented. So a virtual document is just that: 
not a document at all. but a tagged data structure that 
supports the generation of multiple conditional 
document images. as if each image is itself a 
separate, well-formed document. 

[Demonstration. a notebook PC with an LCD 
projector is used to open a FrameMaker data sheet 
file with a single document image selected. Then all 
the conditionalized images are turned on at once to 
display the superset of all images in the file.] 

We designed the PPC403 virtual data sheet to serve 
as the basis for reusing the shared content of the 
PPC403 data sheet family. At the same time. we 
condittonahzed the chip-specific mformation 
elements m the virtual data sheet so that we could 
automate the generanon of the mdividual document 
images. 

As you might expect. we have designed a similar 
PPC403 vtrtual user’s manual. correspondmg in 
general approach to the PPC403 virtual data sheet. 
While a data sheet image is less than 50 pages iong. 
each user’s manual image is over 700 pages, but the 
same methodology works just as well. On a fast 
workstation, we can toggle from one image to 
another in a 700-page virtual user’s manual in about 
two minutes. All references to the specific products 
are inserted as standardized user-defined variables so 
all product references m a virtual document can be 
redefined just by importing a new set of variable 
defimtions for the current document image selected. 
The same import operation also selects the 
conditional elements in the virtual document that 
turn on or off for the document image being selected. 

Reusing existing document images for next- 
generation documents has reduced both the time and 
the effort we invest in information development. but 
the larger benefits have showed up in improved 
quality and information coverage. “Correct b> 

destgn” is an electronics Industry cliche which few 
products actually achieve--but our virtual documents 
are now correct by desqm, to a hrgh tlcgree. We h,~vc 
now standardized not only formats xitl terminology. 
but also the information models. tlocumen~ 
structures. and the sets of condittons and var~nhlcs 
used to control the Images u~tli~n virtual documents. 

As a basis tar discus~ng this IDI> process in more 
detail. we can begm by explaming our first steps 111 
generating condittonal document<. In the current 
business climate of tight budgets and short 
schedules. our mottvation is readily unclerstatidnhlc. 
blind. groping desperation. Our management tcarn 

had promised two preliminary documents to a key 
customer without consulting the IDD team. and we 
had to honor the commitment. 

Why Build Virtual Documents? 

In our previous Lvorkflow. we worked on documents 
serlitlly. even when creating sets of related 
documents. Often. organization and much of the 
content were shared or reused XIOSS all the 

documents for a product family or a series of 
projects. Yet each was built as a one-shot effort, then 
copted as the basts for the next document in the 
series Thus was the most reusabiltty our wrtters 
could hope for: clonmg and reworking each new 

manual from the previous one. 

In such a workflow. there were at best limited 
opportunities for improving writer productivity and 

reducmg the ttme or effort required for information 
development. On the down-side, we frequently 
found ourselves workmg over the same yet of edits 
in multiple documents which shared the same 
mfomration--and the same problems. 

On more than one occasion we planned several 
publications as a series but. after designmg and 
writmg the first document. we determtnetl that the 
document design was not extensible to the other 
publications. We still cloned the later documents 
from the first. but the redesign antI rework 
eliminated most of the productivity lift we had hoped 
for 

In early 1994. we were faced with an msupportablc 
deadline. no hope of making it. and no hope of being 
forgiven when we dtdn’t. Two prelimmary manuals 
for our chip evaluation kits were committed to ;I 
major customer, and the two-month development 
window was not negotiable. The manuats were 
identical in organization and shared X5 per cent 01 



their contents, differing primarily in details of board 
layout and supported chip operations. We 
experimented with FrameMaker conditional text 
functions, defining conditions that controlled chip- 
name references and large graphics such as the board 
layout drawings. 

At first we made no use of user-defmed variables or 
book-level import features. We applied conditions to 
strings of product references instead of inserting 
variables, opened each file to select the conditional 
image, and generally used brute force instead of 
software features. It was slow going, but unlike our 
previous process of cranking out a document and 
cloning it, we developed both manuals in parallel. 
We entered edits once, and the edits appeared in both 
manuals. In effect, we built one manual and got the 
second image for 15 per cent of the usual cost. And, 
to everyone’s surprise, we delivered two preliminary 
manuals of good quality on schedule. 

Following this initial success, we began to design 
multi-image conditional documents. Within a few 
more months, we had evolved the first major pieces 
of a virtual document: a standard set of user-defined 
inline variables and conditions, and a standard 
control file for book-level image control. As yet we 
had not standardized either information modeling or 
publication templates, and we managed each 
document image as a separate project. Our IDD 
process was still suboptimal but far more productive 
than before. We no longer thought in terms of one- 
shot documents where the possibility existed of 
exploiting shared +ucture and content. 

Our design process coalesced rapidly and we began 
to build a virtual data sheet containing four or five 
document images. We realized that a virtual 
document could comprise and present all the 
information associated with a product family, even 
though the virtual document itself might become 
nearly incomprehensible when viewed. 

Incorrect by Design? 

Perhaps the easiest way to present the rationale for 
this information modeling process is to discuss 
conditional document development without the 
modeling step: just defining ad-hoc conditions and 
variables, and designing topic outlines for 
documents. This approach worked for us as a 
starting point, but it had severe limitations. 

The PPC403GA user’s manual described chip 
operations and provided programming information 

for our first chip, which integrated several peripheral 
units such as a four-channel DMA controller and a 
serial port The follow-on chip, the PPC403GB, was 
a cost-reduced version with a two-channel DMA 
controller and no serial port. We found that, with the 
use of suitable variables and conditions, the 
PPC403GA user’s manual could be reused as the 
basis for the conditionalized PPC403GB user’s 
manual. Chip references were all inserted as 
instances of the <ChipName> variable, information 
was conditionalized to show either four or two DMA 
channels, and the Serial Port Unit chapter was 
omitted from the book file for the PPC403GB user’s 
manual. So far, our successes with simple virtual 
documents were encouraging. 

Significant new problems arose from two 
circumstances. First, the next chip in the series, the 
PPC403GC, offered many enhanced features and a 
major new functional unit, the Memory Management 
Unit. The PPC403GB user’s manual had been easy. 
As shown in Figure 2, the PPC403GB product 
information was a subset of the existing information 
for the PPC403GA. 

New information added 

Shared information reused 

Obsolete information retained 

Figure 2. Planning Information Sets by Product 

But the PPC403GC changed many aspects of the 
information superset, leaving us with a need to 
document differing behavior of shared chip features, 
version to version. Now, although we wanted to 
reuse the existing information, we faced the issue of 
preserving obsolete information in two images while 
inserting new, divergent information in the virtual 
document to support the third chip. Later, the fourth 
chip presented similar problems, but as a result of 
our experience we had tightened tbe scope of our 
condition tagging to improve image control. 

The second new circumstance was more challenging. 
By this time a different writer had taken over 
PPC403 user’s manual development, and he rightly 
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felt that our process lacked standards for infonnation 
modelmg. document structures. or management of 

condltlons and vanables. which were by then I ery 
numerous. 

Standardizing for Workgroup Publishing 

The IDD team looked at critical factors in its 

development process. both what we already had in 
place and what we intended to add. One malor 
process change we identified early on was a shift 
away from downstream. bottom-up document 
development. We could never expect to build quallt> 
documents on aggressive schedules if IDD uork 
remained as the end-of-the-line task done after a chop 
design went mto fabncatlon. Neither the requisite 
mformation nor the time to capture it would ever be 
available to build document images of the quality 
our customers expected. How we could force the 
changes to make IDD an upstream task, begun at the 
same time that chip development started. was not 
immediately clear. 

The break came when we began to discuss standards 
m the IDD process. One obvious process 
requirement was a rigorous descrlptlon of 

information modeling. specifying what the model 
must include and defining the terms in which we 
described required items. To be well-formed and 
usable. an information model must include the 
structure of the virtual document, the number of 
document images to be generated. condition names. 
variable names, the shared content of all images. and 
the conditionalized content of each image. As me 
defined the virtual document structure. we set a 
working goal of Identifying shared or conditional 
content and its placement as chapters, sections. 
subsections. figures or tables. To acquire thlh level of 
detail about new products. we proposed moving the 

virtual document startup to coincide with the start of 
new project speciflcatlons. and we offered to build 
the specs for the engineering teams. This change has 
now become part of our standard process: we buiid 
the specs as the first step m building end-user 
documents, with full access to current engineermg 
information throughout the process of chip and 
document development. 

To answer the criticism that our process was ;Id-hoc 
and our standards nearly nonexistent. we redesigned 
our workflow and developed standard templates for 
book files. document files, and Image control files. 
in addition to the usual page. text. graphic. and tabie 
templates. The image control files contam standard 
sets of condmons and variables which cover most 

image control requirements that our writers and 
engineer\ may fact. 

The key change was cultural, not techiircal. A5 ;I 
structured xupersct of mfomiation clemcnts. ;I virtual 
document IS not a thing that readers (or even many 
writers) would consider usable and comfort;lblc. 
However. the cost of adding a new image to an 

existing virtual document represented the irretiuclblc 
minimum we could expend to docu~nent a new 
product in a family. So we developed the forinaii~in~ 
‘lnd telmmology we needed to tlescrlbc the process 
for designing and gencratmg d virtual document. 
Still. we had difficulty explammg or cvcii 
demonstratmg to members of our chip tlevelop~~~c~~~ 
team what a virtual document was. how WC burl1 II. 
or how it worked. 

To assure that each vu-tual docunlent would bc well 
formed, we constructed a process for inforniat~on 

modeling. Previously. we had built the vutual 
document (the information superset for a product 
family) by a process of accretion. layer by layer. 
product by product. Now we deslgned whole 
projects for reliable rcusabllity and cxteuslbllity. ;I 
ke> step which we had previously not understood 
well. The IDD team developed guidelIne for 
standardized content models. We estabilshetl 
libraries of page templates, text and table formats. 
graphic sizes and styles, and document image control 
files to manage document images at the level of 
FrameMaker book files. Then we built stat~tlartl book 
files with automatically generated tables of’ COIIICIIIS 
and indexes. 

[Demonstration: FrameMakerS IS used to opcu the 
direcrory contaming the standard book tcmpiatc. 

ihen to open the book. ~hc table of contents. aud ~hc 
first chapter. Conditionalized instruc?ions to new 
users. designed to be read and turned off, arc 

displayed. along with pulldown menus for contl~t~ons 
and vanables.] 

Finally. after more than two years, we pun all our 
templates in a public directory on the divlslon 
workstation network, and we helped chip tlesigncrs 
at other sites to set up their own virtual tlocu~ncnts. 

To ;I large extent. we had tamed the monster: INII l~kc 
ilon tamers we seldom turn our hacks on the beast. 

Durmg the development of this IDD ~nrti~ottology. 
we uncovered a variety of workflow ~ssucs. Many 
people were interested in using our process iIlNl 

templates. but almost as many compiaincti that WI 
approach to information modeling and even our 
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templates were too complex, too difficult to use. We 
quickly found that samples were more useful and 
persuasive than models and templates. Our template 
library now contains built samples of chapters, 
appendixes, books, tables of content, indexes, and 
simple information models with image control files. 
A user can now pull a complete sample book with 
control file, ready to use, with detailed instructions 
included as a conditional image that the user turns 
off when not needed. 

The most frequent question now is easy to handle: 
what’s the path to the template directory? Unless 
someone wants to propose a template or process 
update, we don’t hear much from users any more. 

To maintain proper control of source files, the IDD 
team established library directories on the 
departmental workstation network and placed the 
libraries under configuration management with 
version control, A second library system for 
PostScript and Acrobat Portable Document Format 
(PDF) files is being added to archive files for 
published documents. These file libraries provide 
access to our information resources for other 
workgroups within the department and the division 
at large. 

Conclusions 

Managing a virtual document, while easier than 
managing the same documents standalone, 
represents an interesting problem. Updates to 
unconditional shared contents propagate to all 
document images simultaneously, so follow-on work 
in a virtual document may render all prior document 
images obsolete very quickly. To minim& 
distribution cost and latency, we now publish 
technical document libraries on quarterly CD-ROMs 
and more volatile marketing information as HTMJL 
files on the World Wide Web. If this trend toward 
greater volatility continues, we may put our entire 
library out on Web servers. 

[Demonstration: Acrobat Reader on the PC is used to 
access the data sheets and user’s manuals on the 
current library CD-ROM, and to demonstrate 
performance and ease of navigation through the 
library. Key points: the very large number of 
pdflinks available automatically from the toolset, the 
good granularity of access via pdflinks from the 
tables of contents and indexes, and the full-text 
search capability of Acrobat.] 

To expedite “respinning” our virtual documents, one 
process improvement we plan is to automate the 
generation and printing of all document images 
contained in a virtual document. Because the virtual 
documents are built in FrameMakerS, we can 
generate hyperlinks and pdflinks without any 
additional overhead whenever we print the 
publications as PostScript files. We plan to 
eventually automate the generation of both 
PostScript and Portable Document Format (PDF) 
files so that we can translate a virtual document into 
a series of PDF files for CD-ROM publication 
without writer intervention. 

Perhaps the greatest lift we have gotten from this 
IDD methodology has come from fanning it out to 
engineering workgroups, both here in Research 
Triangle Park and at other sites. We have reduced 
IDD time and cost investments without sacrificing 
quality or information coverage. As more teams 
begin to work with this methodology, we expect to 
refine it further, realizing still greater benefits in cost 
savings, information quality and coverage, 
standardization, and correctness by design. 
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